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ABSTRACT 
The paper describes extrema of elementary symmetric polynomials of mth order 
of the eigenvalues of the matrix P* KP + L where P is an n by k matrix (n > k) and 
P* its conjugate transpose, such that P* P= I; and K, L are Hermitian, positive- 
definite matrices of dimensions n by n, k by k, respectively. 
INTRODUCTION 
The following paper describes extrema of elementary symmetric po- 
lynomials of mth order of the eigenvalues of the matrix S = P*KP+ L where: 
(1) P is an n by k matrix (n > k) and P* its conjugate transpose, such that 
P*P= I; 
(2) K,L are hermitian, positive definite matrices of dimensions n and k, 
respectively. 
If the xi(i=l,..., k ) are the eigenvalues of some matrix R, the elementary 
symmetric polynomial of mth order of the $ is defined as: 
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where, in some arbitrary, but fixed ordering of the 
i 1 
k distinct m-subsets of 
m 
{l,..., k}, C,(k,m) is the ith m-subset. (For m=O,C,(k,O) is null, and E,-,(R) 
E 1.) 
In the case of the trace and determinant operators (i.e., E,(S),E,(S)), there 
are particular applications of the theory to problems in communication and 
estimation theory [l]. Some related theorems for these operators in the event 
L = 0 have been proven by K. Fan [2]. 
Lemmas A and B describe an expansion of the gradient of Em (R ) in terms 
of any hermitian matrix R and the Ef (R ) for 0 < i < m. Lemma C then uses 
these results to determine conditions under which the elementary symmetric 
function E,(SP) (where S = P*KP+ L) is stationary. Lemmas Dl, D2, and D3 
display extremal orderings of eigenvalues in elementary symmetric functions. 
The last three theorems employ the four Lemmas to specify those P which 
extremize members of certain classes of Em (SP). 
EXPANSION LEMMAS 
DEFINITION The gradient Vf(R) of a scalar function f(R) of a matrix R is 
defined implicitly by the equation: 
for arbitrary but fixed H. Vf(R) is unique since H is arbitrary. 
Notation. Let V, denote V(E,(R)). 
LEMMA A. For any k by k hermitian matrix R, 
I 
m-1 
V(J&(R)) = 7xo (- l)“-i-lE,(R)R”-i-‘, l<m<k. 
‘= 
Proof By induction on m. The m = 1 case is straightforward, and we 
assume the expansion true for Vi(l < i < m - 1). 
Newton’s formulae state that 
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By taking the gradient, expanding the resulting V, in the index i, and 
substituting j = c + i + 1, one obtains 
m-2 
v,= h C m-~-2(_~)m~c-“-~~i(~)~1(~~-~-~-i) (-l)‘fic 
c=o [ i=O 1 
+ + TY1 (-l)m-l-‘(m- j)Ei(R)Rm-i-ie 
1-o 
After applying Newton’s formulae to the bracketed expression, substituting 
c = m - 1 - j, and adding the summands, the proof is complete. 
An immediate corollary to Lemma A is the following recurrence relation: 
LEMMA B. For any k by k hermitian matrix R: 
V,=E,_,(R)Z-V,_,R. 
Proof. 
n-1 
V,= z (- l)“-i-lEi(R)R”-i-’ 
j=o 
n-2 
= E,_,(R)I- x (- l)“-i-eE;(R~R”-~-2 R. 
j=o 1 
STATIONARITY LEMMA 
For convenience in the proofs below, one can reduce E,,,( SP), where 
S = P*KP+ L, as follows. If D, F are each orthonormal modal matrices, and 
N, V are the diagonal eigenvalue matrices of K, L, respectively, let 
X=Q*NO 
G=X+V 
and write 
cP= D*PF, 
E,,,(SP)=E,[(X+ V)p]=E,,,(Gp). (2) 
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LEMMA C. For any non-zero integer p, E,,,[(P*KP+ L)P] is stationary ouer 
all P with P*P= 1 if and only if P*KP commutes with L. 
PROPOSITION Consider an arbitrary variation X(s), continuous in the para- 
meter s, of the matrix x, where: 
(1) x is a matrix for which Em [ Go] = E,,, [(X(s) + V)P] has an assumed 
stationary value. 
(2) X(s) = r*(s)xr(s) 
(3) I’(s) is orthonormal, and I(0) = 1. 
Notation. (a) The matrices below vary with s if they have s as an explicit 
argument: e.g., H(s), otherwise, one assumes s =0, e.g., H zz H(O)9 
(4 V,=VIEm(GP)I. 
Using Eq. (l), the chain rule, and the fact that p is skew-symmetric, the 
stationary values of GP(s) are determined by 
However, since l? is skew-symmetric and arbitrary, and -XV, + V,X is 
skew-symmetric by inspection, X commutes with V, or for that matter with 
V m+l,p. 
From Lemma B, one concludes that 1 commutes also with V,GP, and 
hence, 
V,G”x= V,xGP. (3) 
We show that V, is positive definite. Denote the eigenvalues of G by 
X,(s=l,...,k), and those of V, by Qmp(s = 1,. . . ,k). By Lemma A and the 
Cayley-Hamilton theorem, one can describe the Qp,, as 
m-1 
@ mp= jzo (-l)“-‘-‘Ei(G’)y’“-‘-“. 
If tmp denotes those summands of E,( GP) (as formulated in Eq. (1)) which do 
not contain ASP, then one can write 
E/(Gp)= tti+h,pts,i_l,p. (5) 
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Substitution of Eq. (5) into Eq. (4) and th e cancellation of successive terms in 
the sum establish the fact that 
Q smp = L-1,p. 
Since G is positive definite, ts,m_l,p and hence Qp,, must be positive, and V, 
positive definite. Since V, is thus invertible, X commutes with GP, and 
hence, with G and V. Conversely, if P*KP commutes with L, then X 
commutes with V, and the proof may be traced back to the stationarity 
condition. 
ORDERING LEMMAS 
DEFINITION Let A = diag [a,, . . . ,uk] 
R, = diag Lb,,. . . Ad 
where u(j) is any permutation of the set { 1,. . . ,k}, and 
a,> ** . >a,>O, b,>... >b,>O. 
LEMMA Dl. For ur( j) = k - j + 1, az( j) = j, 
E,(A+B,,)>E,(A+B,)~E,(A+B~*); O<m<k. 
The inequalities are reversed for E,,, [(A + BJ - ‘I. 
PROPOSITION ( B, see Reference [3] for a related proof). 
1. The case k = 2, m = 2 is straightforward. 
2. If and only if u( i)# k - j + 1 does there exist r, t such that U, > a,, b,c,j 
> b+,. For convenience, let A(i, /) = a, + bi. E,(A + B,) has the unique form 
E,(A+B,)=X(r,u(r)).h(t,u(t))U,+h(r,u(r))U,+h(t,u(t))U,+ u,, 
where the U, are sums of h-products which contain neither h( t, u(t)), A( r, u(r)), 
nor their product. Now tJa= Us and h(r,u(r))+A(t,o(t))=h(~,u(t))+A(t,~(r)). 
Therefore, by application of the k = 2, m = 2 case, 
~(A+B,)~h(r,u(t)).h(t,a(r))U,+[h(r,a(t))+h(t,a(r))]uz+ u,. 
Hence, E,(A+B,) is not maximum over u(i) iff u(i)+k=j+l. 
3. Similarly, one can show that &(A + BJ is not minimum over a( j) iff 
a( j)# j. For E,,,Z(A + BJ-‘I, the proof is again similar. 
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The proofs of Lemma D2 (after a binomial expansion of (A + BJ’) and 
Lemma D3 follow the pattern of the proof of Lemma Dl. 
LEMMA D2. For p an integer, (I~( i) = k - i + 1, as(j) = j 
tr[(A+B,JP] < tr[(A+B,)P] < tr [(A+BoJP]. 
LEMMA D3. For p a nun-negative integer, (I~( i) = k - i + 1, as( j) = i, 
det [(A + B,J’] > det [(A + B,)‘] > det [(A + BJ”]. 
The inequalities are reversed for det [(A + BJP]. 
EXTREMA THEOREMS 
DEFINITION 1. Let the eigenvalues { z+}, {vi) of K, L, respectively, be 
arranged so that: 
hi> 6 and vi > vi iff i< i. 
- 
2. x(u) = diag 1PQ), . . . ,p,,(~J, where u( i) is a permutation of some k-subset 
of (l,...,n}. 
3. V=diag[v, ,..., r+J. 
THEOREM 1. For P*P=Z, uI(j)=k-i+l, u,(j)=n-k+i, 
(1) mpaE,(P*KP+L)=E,(a(ul)+V) 
(2) mjnE,,,(P*KP+ L) =E,(X(a,)+ V) 
(3) TheboundsarereversedforE,[(P*KP+L)-’1. 
Proof. According to the decomposition leading to Eq. (2), Q, is an n 
by k matrix with orthonormal columns a,, , . . ,& so that @*a = I. 
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Let &=[a,, ,..., ak,ak+i ,..., a,] be a completion of Q such that &*g 
=g&* = 1. Clearly, (P*NQ is a principal submatrix of &*N&. Moreover, 
6*N& has the same eigenvalues as those of N: viz. { A}. 
If @*N@ has eigenvalues { pi}, where ZJ; > + . . > IL;, then, by a Sturmian 
separation theorem, 
/‘,_k+i< &< ,+ j=l ,..a, k. (6) 
DEFINITION W(Q, u) = diag[ &r), . . . ,p&,)] 
X(u) = diag[ Pm(l), . *. d&,(k)]* 
Then, for any fixed permutations a’( $a”( I), and for u”‘(j) = u”(n - k + i), 
where j = 1, . . . , k, 
E,[a(u’)+ V]= mQkE,[W(Q,u’)+V] (7a) 
E,[X(u”‘)+ V] = mpE,,,[ W(@,u”)+ V]. (7b) 
Moreover, by Lemma Dl, the bounds are extreme in Eq. (7a) over u’(j) and in 
Eq. (7b) over u”(j), if and only if u’(j) = k - j + 1, and a”( j) = j, respectively. 
According to Lemma C, X and V commute at any stationary value of 
Em [G(s)] over all rotations of X = r, so that there are no additional bounding 
X for which Em [ G (s)] is an extremum. Therefore, the minimum or maximum 
Em [ G(s)] must occur for some x,,,, or I,,,,, respectively, which commutes 
with V. Therefore, for u’(i)= k-i+ l,u”( j) = i, Eqs. (7) represent the maxi- 
mum and minimum E,,,[G(s)] over u’(j) and u”(i), respectively, and @, (or 
equivalently, over P), For L( S - ‘), th e inequalities of Eq. (6) are reversed, 
and hence, the bounds are reversed. 
Similarly, one can prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 2. For p an integer, P*P= I, q( i) = n - i + 1, uz( i) = j, 
(1) mptr[(P*KP+Z)P]=tr[(X(ul)+V)P] 
(2) mpaxtr[(P*KP+Z)P]=tr[(~(o,)+V)P]. 
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THEOREM 3. For p a rum-negative integer, P* P= I, ul( j) = k - j + 1, and 
az(j)=n-k+i 
(1) rnpmdet[(P*KP+L)P]=det[(X(o,)+V)P] 
(2) mpindet[(P*KP+L)P]=det[(X(o,)+V)P] 
(3) The bounds are reversed for det [ (X ( u2) + V) - ‘I. 
I am grateful to Professor V. J. Mizel for introducing me to same of the 
techniques used in proving Lemma C. 
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